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WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR 



What to do 
with your 

coloring pages?
So you have mastered the art of adult coloring and 
you have pages and pages of beautifully colored 
artwork....now the big question is what can you do 
with these pages? Believe us there are a million 
ways you can show off your artwork; simply 
framing,  backing notebooks, even phonecases, 
and creating gorgeous greeting cards are just to 
name a few!

This week we are giving you step by step 
instructions of our 5 favourite projects to make, 
using your completed adult coloring pages. 
Happy Crafting!
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Photocopier Paper Scissors Scoreboard Card

WHAT YOU NEED

Explosion Card



EXPLOSION CARD
HOW TO MAKE AN

We chose to use a page from the Colorista Eastern 
promise A4 marker pad, using yellows, oranges, red 
and purples to give the fiery look of an explosion. 
However you could use any image you think would 
work well to this kind of card.

STEP 1

Next photocopy your page at 100% and then again 
at 80% onto a lighter weight paper as the book paper 
is too thick to fold. plus you get to keep it and make 
something else with it. 

STEP 2

Now cut around the shape of the larger copy, if your 
printer gives a border be sure to cut this off too. 

STEP 3

Fold the paper in half with the white sides together, 
making sure the points line up and the fold is in the 
centre. 

STEP 4

Now the next part is slightly tricky! You need to score 
diagonal lines into the card, normally when making 
an explosion card you start with square paper but our 
shape is parallel. So with the left hand straight edge 
vertical, place the first pointed leaf (this should be the 
small one) into one of the grooves on the board. Place 
your tool in the groove to anchor the paper, and then 
swing the whole thing towards the left and line up the 
small leaf shape that is diagonally across from your 
starting point. Repeat on the right hand edge, making 
sure your starting point is the small leaf on the right. 
Pop the tool in a groove and swing the paper to the 
right until the small leaf lines up and score.

STEP 5



EXPLOSION CARD
HOW TO MAKE AN

Next fold the diagonal lines with printed sides 
together. If you turn the whole thing over you should 
have a parallel cross with a line through it. 

STEP 6

Now fold in half through the middle, printed sides 
together and push the sides into the folded cards. It 
should look like the above picture at this stage.

STEP 7

Next find the centre of the card, it should be the small 
point between the two larger points, drawing a line 
helps. Fold the outside corners towards the centre, 
forming a triangle, burnish the folds quite well. Flip the 
whole thing over and repeat. You should end up with a 
sort of house shape. 

STEP 8

Another tricky bit! You need to fold the triangle back 
and push them inside the opposite way! Repeat on all 
four triangles. Now lift the top and you should have 
your explosion!

STEP 9
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EXPLOSION CARD
HOW TO MAKE AN



MDF Pieces Gloss Mod Podge Craft Knife Paint Brush

WHAT YOU NEED

JIGSAW PUZZLE



Cut a Colorista page the same size as your 
MDF Jigsaw .

Lay you MDF jigsaw out, and start with the top 
left corner, paint a layer of gloss modpodge 
to the first piece and adhere to the correct 
position on the back of your colored sheet.

Press down firmly then using a craft knife 
carefully cut around your MDF jigsaw puzzle 
piece.

Work through each piece repeating the same 
process, taking the next piece to where you 
started 

Once all the pieces are stuck down and cut 
add an optional top coat of gloss modpodge 
to seal

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

JIGSAW PUZZLE 
HOW TO MAKE A



WHAT YOU NEED

MDF Letters White Gesso Blue Pebeo Dyna Paints Scissors Paint Brush
A

Free Standing 
Letters



First coat each MDF letter with a layer 
of white gesso

Then paint the back and sides with 
your chosen color- we have used Blue 
pebeo dyna paints

Take a page from the glitter Colorista 
pad, and place your MDF letter on 
top- draw round and cut out, then 
color with your Colorista pens.

Adhere each colored paper letter 
to each MDF letter using Gloss 
modgepodge.

Add a top coat of gloss modgepoge 
to each finished letter. 

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STANDING LETTERS
HOW TO MAKE FREE
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Using a nice quality clean brush put an even 
layer of gloss Mod Podge on the back of the 
cut image, smooth onto the paper Mache box, 
gently rubbing with your finger to remove air 
bubbles.

STEP 1

The edges will want to curl away from the box, 
pop a small amount of glue around these 
areas and smooth out with your fingers.

STEP 2

After a few minutes it should be dry enough 
to add a layer of the gloss product over the 
top, making sure to go over the edges a little, 
creating a seal. 

STEP 3

It is best to let this first layer dry for an hour 
or so, then do a final layer, try and make sure 
there isn’t too much product around the edge 
as it can be noticeable. 

STEP 4

PAPER MACHE BOX
DECOUPAGE ONTO A



WHAT YOU NEED

Paint Brush Gloss ModPodge

Paper Mache Box



Draw roughly around the part of the page you 
are using so you’re not man handling excess 
paper. Putting it onto the glass is slightly 
trickier than the plate.

STEP 1

Using a soft brush paste a thin coat onto the 
bottom of the glass first, as it doesn’t dry as 
quickly, giving you time to put a medium coat 
of the product onto the colored side of the 
paper. Let the paste soak for a minute or two 
into the paper

STEP 2

Smooth the paper onto the glass, bearing in 
mind it’s got a slight bevelled edge so it will 
want to crease. Don’t press too hard as the 
paper may slide or tear.

STEP 3

Give it another coat all over (which should be 
the white side of the paper) bring the brush 
down off the edge, this makes sure the edges 
stick well. When completely dry take a craft 
knife and cut around the overhang edge. 

STEP 4

A GLASS DISH
DECOUPAGE ONTO 

Then using the sanding pad, hold the dish 
face down and use a downward stroke on the 
edges to neaten If for any reason the paper 
snags repair with a tiny bit of modpodge on 
the end of your finger.

STEP 5
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WHAT YOU NEED

Glass Plate Dishwasher Modpodge A Soft Brush Sanding Paper Craft Knife

Glass Dish



Use alcohol glasses to clean any marks / 
fingerprints off the plate, excess dirt and 
oil can stop the modpodge from sticking 
completely.  Any alcohol solution with cotton 
wool should also work. If you miss this step 
sometimes the print can lift after a while.

STEP 1

Using a soft brush paste a thin coat onto the 
centre of the plate, then paste a medium 
thickness coat onto the back of the image. Be 
careful, if you use too much it tends to wrap 
the paper a bit too much. 

STEP 2

Smooth onto the centre of the plate with clean 
fingers, trying to get rid of any bubbles, you 
may need to lift any edges that aren’t sticking 
and pop a little more glue underneath. 

STEP 3

When it looks like it is sticking paste a thin 
layer over the top, you need to seal the edge 
of the paper onto the plate. Ensure to wipe 
clear any overspill otherwise it will show when 
dry.  It will take about an hour to touch dry and 
will need at least one more coat. 

STEP 4

A CERAMIC PLATE
DECOUPAGE ONTO 

It will be touch dry in a couple of hours but 
the instructions say it is completely cured 
after 28 days so if you are intending to use it, 
leave it that length of time! If doing it as a gift 
or display piece, the timing shouldn’t really 
matter too much!

STEP 5
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WHAT YOU NEED

Ceramic Plate Dishwasher ModPodge Alcohol Solution A Soft Brush

Ceramic Plate



GO & share your 
week 8 creations

CATCH UP ON THE COURSE HERE   SHARE YOUR CREATION HERE   FIND INSPIRATION HERE 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgxkO1DkIw2qa5jXSsaRkLZaWZ9yE4kTs
https://www.facebook.com/events/1617261211937651/
https://uk.pinterest.com/spectrumnoir/spectrum-noir-colorista/

